
An Advanced Manufacturing Engineer (AME) is responsible for 
delivering production solutions to enable our factory to successfully 
support GEA’s customers. There are many different tasks an AME is 

responsible for. The AME plans, schedules, conducts, and 
coordinates detailed phases of manufacturing projects. The AME is 

responsible for scoping product and implementation costs, 
producibility studies, and machine capacity and capability studies as 

well as preparing the required equipment specifications and 
maintaining the budget for the assigned project.   

The AME manages capital equipment procurement projects, 
including partnering with various stakeholders (Operations, 

Technology, Quality, EHS, Lean, etc.) to develop an equipment 
specification utilizing GE Appliances standards. AME’s manage 

supplier selection, early supplier engagement, technical reviews, 
factory layout development, installation, and final commissioning of 

the equipment. Upon project completion, AME’s are tasked to 
furthermore entail final documentation, procurement, and set-up of 

spare parts, while ensuring all tooling and equipment is reliable, 
robust, and safe.  

Co-ops are assigned to a senior AME as a mentor. Co-ops tasks may 
include being asked to help others with projects in addition to being 
assigned their own projects. This is an excellent opportunity to learn 

manufacturing operations as well as the technical aspects on 
manufacturing. This allows co-ops to practice project management 

and develop a broad understanding of manufacturing processes. Co-
ops are placed in a specific product line supporting a plant or one of 
GEA’s centers of excellence that focus on tooling or controls. Co-ops 

may also be a part of the investigation and identification of 
opportunities for applications of automation and advanced 

technologies. 
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Fulfillment 
The Fulfillment organization is the central nervous system of our end-to-end supply chain and 
ensures we get the right product to the right place at the right time and at the right cost to 
the business. Fulfillment is at the hub of our Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP) processes 
and works hand in hand with every function within GEA- Sales, Marketing, Product 
Management, Finance, Manufacturing, Sourcing, Quality and Distribution. 

It all starts with demand planning- working with our customers and commercial teams to 
understand our promotional strategy and economic factors to generate a consensus 
forecast. After generating a demand plan, we work with our plants and suppliers to make 
sure we have capacity and capability to serve that demand. We also work on long-term 
supply plans- ensuring capacity increases/decreases and determining what the plant 
production plans will look like out into the future. After Supply Plans are developed, we will 
work with the Distribution team to position our approximately $2B of inventory at the right 
warehouses to ensure warehouse availability. Fulfillment works hand in hand with our 
finance team to monetize and project out our sales/EBIT financial forecasts and future 
inventory projections. 

Why You Want This Experience

• Work cross functionally across Supply Chain for S&OPs
• Able to work collaboratively with all functions in the business
• Able to understand the end-to-end supply chain and how to orchestrate to achieve 

desired outcomes
• Learn how to use big data sets to find problems

“While in Fulfilment, I had the opportunity to work on our 
forecasts and demand planning for our frontload laundry. I 
was able to work with our systems and learned a lot about 
the overall flow in how our business operates both in 
Louisville, as well as overseas through this role.”

- Daniel 


